The candidate-generation step governs the computational efficiency Key insight: If itemset Ι is not frequent, then any candidate that contains Ι is guaranteed to be not frequent Known as downward closure lemma Use the downward closure lemma to prune the candidate-set
Our Work
Interested in finding closed frequent itemsets in large databases
Large body of work (papers published for over 15 years)
In this thesis, build upon the work of Lin et. al. In particular, our contributions include …
Contributions
Identify correctness issues with the algorithm and re-wrote it for clarity Implement the algorithm and do a performance study Identify implementation issues and propose solutions Mechanisms for improving run-time for certain data-sets -implemented a data checker and a data binner As we increase the file size, the running time increases exponentially.
Granules that fall under this distribution are chosen for binning experiments.
Running time of the Lattice algorithm on Zipf Unbinned data Overall Procedure
Main() C = { } // set of closed frequent itemsets F = { } // set of frequent itemsets Construct attribute value lattice (i.e., Phase one) Expand frequent itemsets (i.e., Phase 2) For every node Ii ∈ F, add the ancestor set of Ii to C
